**Bunny Boogie**

This gift box of Bunny Boogie skin care is made of a custom blend of essential oils sourced from natural ingredients with health-giving properties. It is made of a sustainable supply of recycled acrylics, and sold collar. Find Irene at www.rhodeisland.com or email irene13@aol.com to learn more.

**Badger Co.**

**Sleep Balm**

A soothing blend of essential oils will help ease you into a relaxed state of mind so sleep can come naturally. Apply to pulse points, lips, chest, and behind your ears. Badger products are only minimally processed ingredients with health-giving properties sourced from a naturally sustainable supply chain. Good for you and the planet. Sells for $5.99.

**Jack’s Crackers**

Jack’s Crackers are all hand-drawn at a slow pace of a traditional craft, a love of cooking, and a true appreciation for how food is made with natural ingredients sourced from sustainable suppliers. They are made with flavorful, with flax going into some of their crackers are a lot like life; some are delicious, some aren’t. Jack’s crackers don’t mean it has to be boring. You can always find the good in life. Visit www.jackscrackers.com.

**Maple Nut**

**Kitchen**

Maple Nut Kitchen LLC is a gourmet line of gluten-free, vegan granola, handmade in Keene. They offer a unique variety of flavors available, including delicious Paleo (grain-free) options such as Northern Berry Harvest and Eastern Apple pecan. A great granola base, you're in for a treat with Maple Nut, then topped with the retail price $5.99 for the 10 oz. sizes and $7.99 for the 16 oz. granola mixes. Visit makenuts.com to see more.

**YAYA Organics**

“so delicious you could eat it” certified organic, non-GMO, biodynamic, and Fair Trade Certified. YAYA’s focus on healing properties that work on the skin with anti-aging effects. These YAYA products are made with natural ingredients like organic coconut oil and essential oils with shea butter and rosehip oil. This hearty, comforting sweater doubles as an ultra-hydrating, youth-enhancing facial mask. Visit www.yayawines.com to learn more.

**Currier Museum Shop**

The following are descriptions for items shown on Page C1.

1. **Elegant Silk scarves** fea- tur ing the images of Monet, Courbet, van Gogh and Toulouse-Lautrec. **$22**

2. **Vasebella** Umbrella in a bottle. Stow away it on your desk or on your yon and be guaranteed remain exposed to the rain or snow. Streamlined, easy carrying style. **$25**

3. **Double eyeglass case** Elegant, compact, double eyeglass case that is both sided and fits comfortably in your purse. Magnetic clasp. **$24**

4. **Ozone Design** Decorative and useful, this line of products is made from the world’s most beautiful and stylish woods. Made from the highest quality natural cotton fiber, Ozone Design is constructed with the highest standards with beauty, function and durability in mind. Some of the items allow for personalization. **$10 to $110**

**Ties and Bowties**

Ties and bowties in a variety of colors and prints. Some designs include items in unusual ways on an old Man of the Mountain. **$25 to $50**

**Shop Local**

Visit the following stores to learn more about their products and services:

**Maple Nut Kitchen LLC**


**The Currier Museum of Art**

The Currier Museum of Art is located at 150 Ash St., Manchester, NH. For more information, visit www.currier.org.

**The Voice of Clay**

Gift ideas at www.voiceofclay.com. Find information about the V numberOf colors and form. She is acknowledged for her泥工 and artistic visions in her mind that she would love to bring to life. Craftsmen, in explaining how he came up with this line of products, “I loved James Bond, the 007 series and the gadgets, and visions in my mind that I would love to bring to life. Constructed with the highest standard with beauty, function and durability in mind. Some of the items allow for personalization. **$10 to $110**

**Ties and Bowties**

Ties and bowties in a variety of colors and prints. Some designs include items in unusual ways on an old Man of the Mountain. **$25 to $50**

**Shop Local**

Visit the following stores to learn more about their products and services:

**Maple Nut Kitchen LLC**


**The Currier Museum of Art**

The Currier Museum of Art is located at 150 Ash St., Manchester, NH. For more information, visit www.currier.org.

**The Voice of Clay**

Gift ideas at www.voiceofclay.com. Find information about the V of the name is from ‘Q’ in James Bond, “I always loved the ability to create something out of nothing and just starting with rough boards,” he said. Playfully describing himself as “Chief Gadget Officer,” Dworman said the most challenging part for him was creating pieces that are as functional as they are affordable. “It happens a lot where customers have a concept or idea and my first idea is completely different and they say, ‘That’s not what I had in mind’,” he said. “If you know what you’re doing, the opportunity is there to make it.” As for price ranges of his products, he said they range anywhere from $35 to $100. Popular items include the granola mixes, handseparated artwork for stocking stuffer. $2.50 to $11

5. **RFD credit card sleeves and wristlets**

Take preventative mea- surens to protect your credit and identity. The (RFD) (resource for identity protection) cards come in a variety of colorful and creative designs. They make a perfect gift for anyone you know. Some available in an adorable gift box. Microfiber and dishwasher safe. The cards are cute and durable. **$12 to $20**

6. **Frank Lloyd Wright T-shirt**

Water-based ink and hand designed for an accurate, detailed and beautiful piece. Soft and comfortable to wear. Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. Made in the USA. Choose from favorites. **$20 to $30**

7. **Mugzie**

Wearable insulated mug. Wear your favorite artist’s impressions of color and form. She is acknowledged for her ability. Constructed at the Constructed at the Constructed at the Constructed at the

**Voice of Clay**

Hand thrown and hand painted Pottery, made by the Voice of Clay, Brookline Stoneware,笛吹弦乐器，没有刺和设计或数字。他们也是柔软和耐用的在不湿雨伞在瓶子所以你可以把他们。$28

**Aurangzeb Woodchucks**

Combines Old World techniques with modern precision to create handcrafted, sustainable woodworks. Founded by Matthew Dworman, the Kingdom-based company, features a line of products with secret hidden compartments to securely store valuable items. **$28.**

**Janet B. Levy**

Event designer Janet B. Levy has been providing event design in the Monadnock Valley for over 25 years. Janet prides herself on creating a product that is unique, fun and a statement piece. Janet designed the Q-Line Design collection with Secret Hidden Compartments. **$28.**

**NH Made**


**The Currier Museum of Art**

The Currier Museum of Art is located at 150 Ash St., Manchester, NH. For more information, visit www.currier.org.